
DEPARTMENT OF URDU  

PROGRAMME OUTCOME 

The Urdu subject is beneficial in the Teaching fields as they can become teacher at 

School level and having passed NET, SLET, M.Phil and Phd. Exam, they can go for college 

and university level they can get Jobs in court inform of translator and interpreter, other place 

where they can go for Jobs in Embassy, Journalism, translate Department telle calling officer, 

urdu linguistic etc.   

Specific Programme Outcome 

The course is divided into six semester Basic as well as Optionals. It covers the area 

regarding urdu literature, society, poetry, prose, drama, Novel travelogue Journalism, 

translator grammar etc. During the course the main emphasis is given on the urdu 

language and literature, its development through the phases of history.  

 

COURSE OUTCOMES 

COURSE OUTCOMES 

BA I and II Basic 

 To impart knowledge about the different forms of urdu 

prose and poetry.    

 To get better understanding of essay writing.  

 To enable students the art of translation from Urdu to 

English Language.     

BA III and IV Basic 

 To enable students to get knowledge about essay writers 

and his work.  

 To import knowledge about Journalism and Internet and its 

role in development of urdu language and literature.  

 To familiar students, about modern poets and their poetry.     

BA V and VI Basic 

To learn and admire the First Novelist of urdu and his Novel 

„Toubat un nusuh” its theme, plot construction, characters humor  

and Massage given by him.  

To learn about classic poets meer taqi meer, nazeer akbarabadi and 

their poetry.  

To acquire deep knowledge about great poet Faiz Ahmed Faiz and 

his selected poems from Dast-e-Saba.      

B.Sc I, II Basic  
To impart knowledge about first story writer Premchand and 

Progressive writer Ismat, Manto Bedi and their stories and critical 



analysis.  

To impart knowledge about drama, its origin, history, elements and 

the writer of “Darwaza Khol Do” Krishen Chander. 

To familiarize students with great philosopher poet Iqbal and his 

selected poems.    

B.Sc III, IV Basic 

To impart knowledge of Jeelani Banu and her novel Barish-E-Sang 

and its critical analysis.  

To enable students to get knowledge about sketches of Father of 

Urdu Abdul Haq and Chand Humaser.  

To learn about humour & satire in urdu poetry, suleman khateeb 

and his noted poems.  

To aquire knowledge about grammar through Sarf and Nhu.     

B.A I, II Optional 

To introduce student brief knowledge about literature, its forms 

and importance.  

To enable student to know about the detail of Novel and writer 

Premchand and his other literary works.  

To Familiarize them with the classical form of Poetry „Masnavi‟ 

and Meer Hasan, his contribute to literature.    

B.A III, IV Optional 

To enable students to get deep knowledge about Ghalibs life and 

poetry through his biography Yaadgar-E Ghalib by Hali.  

To learn about women writer in the field of literature through the 

short story and their critical analysis.  

To import knowledge about classical form of Poetry, Marsiya and 

Poet Mir Anees.     

 

B.A V, VI Optional 

To introduce students to the study of literature, its concept, 

principles in general.  

To acquire knowledge of literary movements, trends, and golden 

periods of urdu prose, poetry.  

To get better understanding of Linguistic, different therein theories 

of origin of urdu language impact of Urdu on other languages of 

India.  

To impart knowledge about critism, its type theoretical and 

practical espects.           

 


